
Comrise Expands Data Science Campus
Recruiting Program to China

/EINPresswire.com/ Comrise, a global consulting firm with

headquarters in the U.S and China, is pleased to

announce the expansion of its Data Science Campus

Recruiting Program into China.

Hazlet, NJ – After the overwhelming success that Comrise, a global consulting firm with

headquarters in the U.S and China, had during its nationwide Campus Recruiting Program, it is

pleased to announce its expansion of the program into China.

"Our main focus right now is providing Data Scientists, Data Engineers, and strong Analytics

Professionals to organizations in both the U.S. and China," says Rob Bigini, VP of Operations at

Comrise. "Our Campus Recruiting Program – combined with strong ties to Universities across the

globe, and 30 years of experience in Staff Supplementation, Permanent Placement and Project

Based Solutions – allows us to do just that."

Over the past few months Comrise traveled to nearly a dozen prominent U.S. universities to

recruit analytical talent for its “Big Data” training courses in ECL (Enterprise Control Language) – a

query and control language, and HPCC (High Performance Computing Cluster) Systems – a data-

intensive supercomputing platform, as well as for its clients and in-house Data Science Graduate

Programme.

With nine offices between China and Hong Kong, Comrise is perfectly positioned to expand

these offerings to graduate students overseas. Among the universities already visited by Comrise

are Central University of Finance and Economics in Beijing, as well as Sichuan University and

Southwestern University of Finance and Economics in Chengdu.

Comrise's Chengdu office is in the process of expanding and moving into a new, 1,200 square

meter office space, so it will serve as headquarters for the Data Science Graduate Programme in

China. Students accepted into this program will participate in a “Big Data” training course before

working on Big Data Proof of Concepts for client companies.

Organizations interested in hiring “Big Data” talent (i.e., Data Scientists, Data Engineers, Data

Analysts, etc.), please e-mail marketing@comrise.com.
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About Comrise:

Established in 1984, Comrise is a global consulting firm with headquarters in the U.S. and China.

Our teams specialize in Managed IT, Big Data, and Workforce Solutions – Staff Augmentation,

Recruiting, RPO, and Payrolling.
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